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August was another positive month for US equities. The US delivered positive performance year to date,
whilst geographies across the rest of the world remain flat. The Morgan Stanley US Advantage was up by 7%
during the month as the Fund continues its phenomenal run for the year, driven by tech exposure and
currency. Yesterday, Amazon joined Apple in the $1tn market capitalisation group.
The second quarter GDP growth was excellent, both in levels and by the nature of growth. Trade and
consumption both grew and all indicators point to another robust third quarter. The trade tensions with China
barely impacted the US market and the Iran sanctions are not likely to be of concern. The PMIs eased slightly
from July's levels but business investment spending looks robust. Consumption should also continue to
support GDP growth, as retail sales rose more than expected in July. Finally, the US labour market strengthens
while the wage growth remains modest and productivity appears to be picking up.
In response, the Federal Reserve looks to continue raising rates in a gradual fashion. Interest rates were held
steady in August but Jerome Powell's speech at Jackson Hole indicates that the Fed is likely to continue raising
rates at a pace of 25 basis points per quarter going forward.

Past performance is not a reliable guide to the future. The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down
as well as up and you may not get back what you invest. The value of tax reliefs depend upon individual circumstances and
tax rules may change. The FCA does not regulate tax advice. This communication is for general information only and is not
intended to be individual advice or construed as an offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell any
specific investment or participate in any investment (or other) strategy. No action must be taken, or refrained from, based on
its contents alone. Accordingly, no responsibility can be assumed for any loss occasioned in connection with the content
hereof and any such action or inaction. Professional advice is necessary for every individual case.

